FUEL YOUR MISSION. FOREVER.
As a nonprofit organization, you’ve made a commitment to serving your community in a critical way. How long will it take to completely fulfill your mission? What resources will you need to reach that finish line?

If you’re anything like the hundreds of nonprofits that partner with Central Florida Foundation, your endpoint is nowhere in sight — if it exists at all. Because when it comes to your community, your commitment will never run dry. And once you achieve today’s important goals, tomorrow will bring new ways to change things for the better, yet again. After all, that’s why you’re here, isn’t it? Now, let’s make sure you’re equipped for as long as our community needs you.

SIMPLY PUT, WE WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN ABLE TO GROW AND SUSTAIN ONE ORLANDO ALLIANCE WITHOUT THE SUPPORT OF CENTRAL FLORIDA FOUNDATION. FROM INCEPTION, CFF HAS BELIEVED IN OUR MISSION AND VISION, AND WE HAVE BEEN ABLE TO TURN TRAGEDY INTO A POWERFUL CHANGE AGENT.

- ONE ORLANDO ALLIANCE
WE HELP NONPROFITS HARNESS
THE REAL POWER
OF PHILANTHROPY

Central Florida Foundation helps your nonprofit connect with people who feel passionate about your cause and establish the financial stability to fuel your impact for the long run.

“HAVING AN ENDOWMENT WITH CFF PROVIDES FINANCIAL STRENGTH FOR THE LONG TERM. ADDITIONALLY, THE STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS IN OUR ORGANIZATION CONTINUE TO INCREASE OUR IMPACT, ADVANCE RELIEF EFFORTS DURING A DISASTER AND SUPPORT INNOVATION.”

- DAVE KREPCHO
Second Harvest Food Bank of Central Florida

SET UP LASTING SUPPORT WITH A NONPROFIT FOREVER FUND

Nonprofit Forever Funds provide a stable, predictable source of income to your organization. Because of our extensive expertise, Central Florida Foundation handles the investment management, annual distribution and administrative responsibilities for most of the nonprofit endowment funds in our region.

STRENGTHEN YOUR PRESENCE WITH NONPROFIT SEARCH

The Foundation is committed to helping improve how we as a community share outcomes and measures. We know that sharing your impact and outcomes has never been more important to investors. Create a profile for your nonprofit in Nonprofit Search, Central Florida Foundation’s go-to place for in-depth information on nonprofits in the region: nonprofit-search.org.

GRANTS THAT INVEST IN HIGH-IMPACT PHILANTHROPY

Central Florida Foundation and our fundholders invest in nonprofits working to make real change last in the community. Our Community Investment Funds and Impact Funds focus on innovative and creative solutions to pressing community issues. We believe that strategic philanthropy makes a lasting difference for good.

NONPROFIT FUNDS | MINIMUM INITIAL CONTRIBUTION | ANNUAL EXPENSE*
---|---|---
Forever Fund | $50,000 | 1.0%
Non-Endowed Fund** | $100,000 | 2.0%

*Annual expense do not include investment manager, custodian and consultant fees. Investment management fees vary based on investment pool and are available upon request. **Nonprofit Forever Fund is required.

For more information visit cffound.org or contact Nicole Donelson at NDonelson@cffound.org or 407.872.3050.
ENDOWMENT EMPOWERS YOUR ORGANIZATION

With a Nonprofit Forever Fund, your initial gift — as well as all future earnings from it — becomes a permanent source of capital for your nonprofit, enabling you to focus on the mission. Join organizations like Holocaust Memorial Resource and Education Center, Lighthouse Central Florida, Down Syndrome Association of Central Florida, Orlando Philharmonic Orchestra and many more, and establish a Nonprofit Forever Fund.

PROFESSIONAL INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT & MONITORING
Your funds are placed under the full-time oversight of professional financial managers, freeing your team and Board to stay focused on your mission.

EARN A BETTER RETURN
The Foundation pools its endowment funds for investment purposes, resulting in greater efficiency and protection against fluctuation in market value.

PLANNED GIVING RESOURCES
Through the Foundation, you have access to resources that assist in the design of planned giving illustrations for your donors.

DONOR ASSISTANCE
Utilize our documents and other assistance to make complicated transactions more simple and convenient for donors.

In addition to philanthropic assistance, Central Florida Foundation partners with the Edyth Bush Institute for Philanthropy & Nonprofit Leadership at Rollins College to offers programs such as the Business Lawyers’ Pro Bono Project, which helps nonprofits obtain pro bono legal assistance for a range of legal matters including managing bylaws, advising on governance, employment law, intellectual property and grant compliance.

For more information visit cffound.org or contact Nicole Donelson at NDonelson@cffound.org or 407.872.3050.
In 1994, ten visionary thinkers gathered around a table to discuss a simple question: how can we really change Central Florida for the better?

The answer was to join forces not just with their dollars, but with the full power of their vision, passion and community connection. Only then, could they drive deep and lasting social change. This partnership evolved into the Central Florida Foundation.

As the region’s community foundation, Central Florida Foundation stewards philanthropic dollars on behalf of multiple individuals, families and nonprofits to drive true community change. These fundholders care about making a real difference in our community. And they know real change demands more than dollars and cents.

400+ FUNDS
$80 MILLION OF INVESTMENTS MADE INTO THE COMMUNITY TO DATE

We’re building a permanent source of charitable capital, so we can invest in what makes Central Florida stronger and better, forever.

Real change requires your head, heart, and wallet.

For more information visit cffound.org or contact Nicole Donelson at NDonelson@cffound.org or 407.872.3050.
Central Florida Foundation is transforming our community, targeting the most critical challenges of today, and those on the horizon, through High-Impact Philanthropy.

**COLLABORATION**
We bring all the essential partners to the table—researchers, policy makers, business leaders, supporters and other stakeholders.

**IDEAS**
We generate ideas to address the root cause of the challenge rather than simply fixing the symptoms.

**INVESTMENT**
We connect strategy to philanthropy, coordinating community-wide investment into one-of-a-kind solutions.

**INNOVATION**
We pilot big-picture, systemic solutions with the potential to change things for good. True impact requires unique approaches to issues.

**LEGACY**
We create real, lasting change as stewards of our community’s resources, passion and investment that will last well into the future.

We’ve served Central Florida since 1994. With our deep roots and even deeper understanding of our region, we’re ready to drive true impact across our community for generations to come.